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About This Game

"The Undying Plague" has a simple task - to fight against waves of zombies attacking us. At your disposal, you have all sorts
of weapons, each has different specifications. During the game you will meet several types of zombies that are different from
each other including their speed, resistance and damage. Each type of zombie has its advantages and disadvantages, depending
on the point of view. The Undying Plague is a fantastic combination of classic 8-bit and classic survival-horror games. Try to

liberate from the shackles of death and defeat the plague! How long can you survive?

Current Features:

 7 weapons to choose from!**

- Weapons, that will help you to keep safe from zombies!

 weapons upgrade system!
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- And by this, your weapon will become better!

 hero skills!

- Develop your character's attributes to muddle through on the battlefield!

 3 types of zombies to kill!

- Each type of zombies has different skills!

 we listen to the voice of the community!

- Let us know what do you think we should improve, and we will consider your suggestion!

 simple retro graphics!

- Feel the atmosphere of old games!

 statistics!

- Find out how good you are by defending yourself against the PLAGUE!
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Title: The Undying Plague
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Pixel Theory Games
Publisher:
Pixel Theory Games
Release Date: 10 Apr, 2015
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Should be called 'The Unending Lag'. Feels like a crappy flash game from the early 2000's. Don't bother with this trash (unless
you want some crappy trading cards).. Simple and ok but very generic.. Game is pretty enjoyable but there are a few things to
fix or add.
*options\/expecially full screen\/resolution
*with one-handed weapon aiming works not properly
*achievements
*maybe skins with could be unlockable after x-lvl
*translations (popular languages). Whats up with the store price? -227% hence \u20ac-1,26?
. It's so bland. The art looks like it was made by a programmer. The music is ambient and almost non-existant, sounds are so
quiet and irrelevant. The leveling incremental system is so slow and despite there being a health system there's giant zombies
that shoot around and one shot you and because of the screen resolution you have no chance if they're coming up or down, oh
and when they run in circles it's just, impossible.

I mean it shows it's a one man game and what it's doing is pretty solid but, it's just so damn slow. That said it cost about as much
as a small burg. I didn't really expect more than that.. No option to mute that loud\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665volume? At
least this has trading cards...:l
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Controls are awkward and upgrades are scarce, if you can even make it far enough to upgrade anything.. Obviously graphics
aren't what you play this game for. Want the trading cards? Maybe just leave the game running while you're not near your PC,
the sound cannot be muted. There isnt any settings options in this game either.. Got this with a cupon for the Badges, not to bad
though.. Please fix the crashing issue. I would probably reccomend it if I could actually play it.. Does not work on win 7 ;__:.
Bought this game on release 3 years ago on april 10. Wowee nothing has changed!

Okay let's all be honest here, the only reason why this game got on steam is purely because of rabbid fanbases of youtubers that
do anything as they tell them to.

This game originally being a fanmade game for a dead youtuber (dead in the meaning that his sub count is over 1 million yet less
than 10k views on videos) who was playing fanmade games as long as they had his name in it. The games mostly are terible, this
one is a proof of that.

Fanmade games should be nothing else than a free game of the person you like. Not putting it on a gaming platform that has big
titles. This game should've been put on newgrounds or kongrate where it belongs. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 even saying that it
belongs on NG and KG is an insult to these sites, they acutally have a good games that are FREE.

Overall this game is nothing unique, empty piece of garbage.
Developers promised an update but we got nothing for 3 years. These developers shouldn't have rights to even put a game like
this and demand money for it.

But hey lets talk about what's good about the game, shall we...
...it has cards... and uh... that's it... really... that's it.

Game is this empty. Don't bother spending money on it. OR EVEN BUYING IT FOR FEW CENTS. Giving these
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s money is downright wrong. Don't do it, you'll regret it.

My grade is:
Graphics are garbage
Gameplay is garbage
Features in it are garbage

And my final words. Don't even bother interacting with this junk. It's a waste of your time and precious money.. [ENG] Ehhh...
Is a boring game but I've seen worse.
The sleepy music and the screen shake (when you fired the weapon) is an unfortunate combination. Sadly, I didn't find a option
to turn both off.
The slow pace (you can "run" for a short time with <shift>) does not help the game either.
Buy it only in sale or with a coupon, if you still want play this booooring game... Or you can instead clean your room or even see
the washing machine working and spinning, it's less boring for sure.
3\/10 (with goodwill).

[PORT] Ehhh... \u00c9 um jogo aborrecido mas j\u00e1 vi pior.
A m\u00fasica sonolenta e o ecr\u00e3 a tremer (quando disparamos) \u00e9 uma m\u00e1 combina\u00e7\u00e3o.
Infelizmente, n\u00e3o encontrei nenhuma op\u00e7\u00e3o para desligar ambos.
O ritmo lento do jogo (pode-se correr por alguns segundos com o bot\u00e3o <shift>) tamb\u00e9m n\u00e3o ajuda nada.
Comprem s\u00f3 quando estiver em saldo ou com um cup\u00e3o de desconto, se mesmo assim quiserem jog\u00e1-lo. Ou
ent\u00e3o limpem o vosso quarto ou vejam a m\u00e1quina de roupa a trabalhar, sempre \u00e9 menos aborrecido.
3\/10 (com boa vontade).
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